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PHC Member Participation
baseball photos he had found at the Milwaukee Public
Library (MPL), “I came upon the photos while researching
my book on Milwaukee baseball. I asked a librarian at the
main library if they had any photos of old baseball players
or ball parks.…I found under Baseball, Milwaukee
Brewers, the listing of the photos, and had them pulled.
Later I asked for the entire folder(s) on baseball and
waded through them, finding a fair amount of photos from
various years…I volunteered at the Milwaukee County
Historical Society…and they also have a collection of
baseball photos…I found a few gems there of local
teams…I am sure most libraries and historical societies
have a pretty good filing system on what they have, so it
would not take that long to find what is in their
collection…gems are found if you take the time to look. I
also got the chance to help librarians identify or correct
players in their photos, for which they were grateful (at
least they said they were) and I felt good about my
research time.”

During the PHC meeting at the Chicago Convention,
probably the most important question raised was this:
How can we get more committee members involved in
photo related research? First and foremost, we are open
to suggestion from committee members. Do you have
any pictorial-related activities that you think the
committee should be engaged in? Please let us know.
What follows are just a few suggestions.
Negro League Image Index
One ongoing activity was started by former chairman
Bill Hickman. Bill has been working on the develop-
ment of a Negro Leagues Image Index to catalogue
photos of players from the Negro Leagues. If you are
interested in contributing to this project, contact Bill at
bdhickmn@aol.com and he will provide you with his
index spreadsheets and the Missing Players List.
At Your Local Library
Recently Dennis Pajot emailed us about some 19thC

mailto:bdhickmn@aol.com
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Hercules Bennett Rex Smith

Jim LongBen Stephens

Atlantics c1860
Here’s one you won’t find at your local library, but
you still may be able to discover some significant
information about it.
The photo shown at right is the second known
example of a CDV that depicts the Brooklyn
Atlantics c1860. It very recently sold at auction for
$179,250.
The consigner was a descendant of Archie
McMahon who, in Marshall Wright’s The National
Association of Base Ball Players, 1857-1870, is
listed on the Atlantic rosters for the years 1857-
1861.
We were contacted by the consignor with a
surprising question, “Do you know which player is
Archibald McMahon?”

Brooklyn Atlantics c1860

It turns out that Dennis found some
terrific 19thC photos at MPL, mostly
depicting members of the c1888
Brewers in uniform. They include
some Goodwin and Co. cabinets.
One, labeled as unknown, is a very
scarce depiction of Ben Stephens.
Also he found excellent headshots
of Hercules Bennett and Jim Long
for whom we only had line drawings
on file. From our point of view his
best find was Rex Smith, who we
had listed as missing. These photos
are shown at right.
So, we would like to urge you to go
to your local library and/or historical
society and see what you can turn
up. You don’t have to be an expert
on identification (Dennis does not
claim to be), just send us what you
find and we’ll see if we can figure it
out.
In addition to the photos shown
here, Dennis also found excellent
images of the following Milwaukee
players: Andy Cusick, Arthur Hull,
Bill Stellberger, Billy Hart, David
Davin, Frank Reccius, George
Rettger, Hunky Hines, Joe Strauss,
John Pappalou, John Struck, Leach
Maskrey, Owen Williams, Pat
Petee, Tom Forster (2) William
Shenkle, and a Milwaukee 1888
headshot composite.
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Well, let’s start with what we do know. The player standing far left is Dickey Pearce, and the middle fellow
standing is Charlie Smith. That’s easy enough.

Brooklyn Atlantics c1860

Some think that the player standing far right is Pete O’Brien. That may be
correct, but it’s hard to be sure given the few known poor quality exemplars
depicting a fully bearded O’Brien. Unfortunately, that’s all we know. That is
particularly frustrating given the historical significance of the photo. There are
no known (to us) exemplars of any of the other rostered players. As for Archie
McMahon, the family has nothing.
The names listed at right in bold appear in a newspaper clipping affixed to the
back of the CDV listing members of the 1859 team. The remaining listed
names fill out McMahon’s Atlantic teammates for 1857-1861 based on
Marshall Wright’s book.
One approach that might yield more player IDs is for motivated researchers to
find descendants of these players. With luck they may have an identified
portrait of their ancestor. If you are into genealogical research, you might be
interested in this. Some of our Bio Committee members have done amazing
work in tracking down obscure players. It would be nice to apply those skills
here.

Joe Oliver
John Ireland
John Holder
L. M. Bergen
A. J. Dayton
William Babcock
S. V. Millard
Steven Mann
T. Swalton
Alec Babcock
Gus Ticknor
William Bliss
T. Thwaite
A. Smith
Colyer
Ross
Seibert
Seinsoth**

* Player identified in photo
** A man named Seinsoth is listed with four different first initials, F, G, R, and T. There may have been four brothers, or perhaps this is due

to misread handwriting

Dickey Pearce exemplar Charlie Smith exemplar

Charlie Smith*
Dickey Pearce*
John Oliver
George Phelps
Edwin O’Connor
John Price
Polkert Boerum
Tice Hamilton
Mattie O’Brien
Pete O’Brien
W. Hawkhurst
E. Webber
Seinsoth**
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Cubs and Socks
Las Vegas odds for 2016 notwithstanding, for now, photos depicting games from World Series won by the Cubs
are understandably scarce. This is exacerbated by the apparent non-survival of films taken in 1908. Given that,
one should always be at least a bit skeptical when a photo is claimed to depict a scene from either the 1907 or
1908 series. In this article two such images are analyzed.
We obtained our “none the worse for wear” sample of the image below from, of all places, a private collector in the
U. K. A colorized version of it appeared in 150 Years of Baseball, 1989, authored by a small group of well-known
names. The associated caption was, “Ty Cobb of the Tigers steps up to the plate in the 1907 World Series
at…West Side Park.” Later it appeared in The Baseball Anthology, by Joseph Wallace, 1994, with this claim,
“Cobb at bat in the 1907 World Series against the Chicago Cubs.” Summarizing the claims:

West Side Grounds World Series Photos?

We will start by stipulating that this is indeed West Side Grounds. This can easily be determined from the familiar
buildings lining Wood Street behind the left field seats.
Before getting into the other various analytical details, take a look at the seats just left of the umpire. They are dead
empty! If this is a World Series game, where is everybody? While it’s true that there were Deadball Era World
Series games that lacked overflow crowds, the dearth of fans in those seats should at least have raised a question
here.
I asked author Joe Wallace about this and he said that he just hadn’t noticed. It also apparently slipped past the
authors of the earlier book. We have previously written more than once about the “confirmation bias” that often
occurs when a supposed authority makes an incorrect claim about a photo. The power of suggestion emanating
from the supposed authority obscures what should be an obvious problem.
At this point, while the assertion that this image depicts a World Series game should now be suspect, nothing is yet
proven. We have confirmed the location. Now, while you ponder all this for a while, let’s digress…

• Date: 1907
• Place: West Side Grounds, Chicago
• World Series game (Tigers vs. Cubs)
• Ty Cobb at bat

• Date: 1907 - ?
• Place: West Side Grounds, Chicago 
• World Series game (Tigers vs. Cubs) - ?
• Ty Cobb at bat - ?

Photo #1
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Upon Further Review
Photo #2 below appeared in Peach – Ty Cobb in His Time and Ours, by Richard Bak, 2005. The photo caption
reads, “Cobb scores against the Cubs in the opening game of the 1908 World Series in Chicago…Kling looks
helplessly on.” So, in summary, the claims for photo #2 are:

Photo #2 claims in Bak’s book
• Date: 1908
• Place: West Side Grounds, Chicago
• World Series game 1 (Tigers vs. Cubs)
• The helpless catcher is Johnny Kling
• Ty Cobb is sliding
• He was safe at home

From the get-go there is a problem here. Game 1 of
the 1908 WS was held at Bennett Park in Detroit,
so this can’t be a depiction of both West Side
Grounds and game 1 of the ‘08 series. Let’s dig
further,

The photo, right, is cropped from a 1906 World
Series photo taken at West Side grounds. Note the
usual Deadball Era line-up of photographers to the
right of the batter. They are well-positioned to cap-
ture any play at the plate that might unfold. If there is a play at the plate, one would expect to find a number of
very similar photos taken of that particular action, each at a somewhat different angle, taken at a slightly different
instant of time. So, might we be lucky enough to find the same or at least a very similar photo of the above play
at the plate in any of the newspaper archives?

Photo #2

typical Deadball Era 
lineup of newspaper 
photographers
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Photo #2 is repeated at
right. Below it is photo #3
which appeared in the Oct.
13, 1908 Chicago Tribune.
Close examination of photo
#3 indicates that it depicts
the same scene as seen in
photo #2, though #3 was
taken at a very slightly
different angle, a fraction of
a second earlier. The ap-
pearance of the catcher is
virtually identical, though he
has moved just a bit. The
black, blue and green
arrows, respectively, show
other points of comparison
with respect to 3 players in
the background, and (red
arrows) to the crease and
dirt smudge on the cat-
cher’s pants.

Photo #2 claims in Bak’s book
• Date: 1908 
• Place: West Side Grounds, Chicago
• World Series game 1 3 (Tigers vs. Cubs)
• The helpless catcher is Johnny Kling
• Ty Cobb is sliding
• He was safe at home

Photo #2

Photo #3

Photo #3 is described in the Tribune as depicting a scene
from game 3 (not game 1) of the World Series at West
Side Grounds. Indeed, that is Kling catching and Cobb
sliding across home plate. The text box at right has been
corrected as to the game number, and green confirm-
ation checks indicate claims that have been confirmed.
It is in keeping with the tone of Bak’s book that photo #2
showed Cobb scoring a run. Had Cobb been out at home,
the photo would not have been used, right?
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Photo #3 from the Tribune is repeated below, this time with the caption visible. It reads, “Ty Cobb out at Plate in
Sixth Inning After Being Tagged by Kling.” Oops. Apparently Kling wasn’t so helpless. The play is described in
the Tribune as follows:
Inning 6: Shafer raised a tall fly to short center. Hofman caught it and shot a perfect throw to Kling, doubling up 
Cobb who tried to score on it.
Note that the umpires right arm is raised signaling “out” (red arrow). The umpire that perhaps was cropped out 
of photo #2 as used in the book.

Below it is photo #3 which appeared in the Oct. 13, 1908 Chicago Tribune. Close examination of photo #3
indicates that it depicts the

Photo #2 claims in Bak’s book
• Date: 1908 
• Place: West Side Grounds, Chicago
• World Series game 1 3 (Tigers vs. Cubs)
• The helpless catcher is Johnny Kling
• Ty Cobb is sliding
• He was safe out at home

Photo #3

Photo #2 is a 1908 World Series photo. The
needed caption corrections are all shown at right.

So, what is the important material lesson to be
learned from photo #2? Well of course, Johnny
Kling is wearing a solid black cap and solid
black socks. Huh?.....

black cap 

solid black 
socks Photo #2
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Let’s look at the uniforms. The
batter’s uniform may match the
grays worn by the Tigers on the
road in 1907. That is pre-
sumably the Cubs in the field.
The Cubs 1907 regular season
home uni is shown near right.
However, during the first game
of the 1907 WS, at home, the
Cubs wore the narrow pin-stripe
adorned outfit at center. After
complaints that these looked “too
gray” for home uniforms, the
next day (10-9-1907) they wore
the regular season home whites
accented by the two-toned cap
and socks worn the previous day
(far right). While we haven’t
been able to confirm exactly
what was worn for game 3 (also
a home game) on 10-10-1907, it
is reasonable to presume that it

Cubs and Socks resumed
Let’s get back to photo #1. The claims as we left them are:

Photo #1

• Date: 1907 - ?
• Place: West Side Grounds, Chicago 
• World Series game (Tigers vs. Cubs) - ?
• Ty Cobb at bat - ?

• Date: 1907 
• Place: West Side Grounds, Chicago 
• World Series game (Tigers vs. Cubs) - ?
• Ty Cobb at bat - ?

Cubs reg. season 1907           Cubs WS 10-8-1907              Cubs WS 10-9-1907 

was a match to one of the three images at right. This
does not correspond to what the home team in photo #1
is wearing. It appears that photo #1 was not taken in
1907, and certainly is not a depiction of the 1907 WS.
Could this be a 1908 World Series game?
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Photos can be found with that
same uniform sans the striped
socks (see image at right,
center). This is all explained in a
8-21-1908 Chicago Daily News
article stating that the change in
socks was intended to bring
about a change in luck.
In addition to that, photos of the
Merkle game replay (10-8-1908)
show the Cubs, then in road
grays, wearing solid black caps.
While we aren’t sure when this
started, it carried on into the
World Series, road and home
(see image far right). This is
supported by many photos,
including the previously dis-
cussed image of Kling tagging
out Cobb.

Let’s again look at attire. For the team in the field we have
a perfect match to the Cubs’ unique to 1908 home
uniforms, striped socks and all. The reference pattern is at
bottom left, thanks to Marc Okkonen and many
supporting photos. But, did they wear that during the WS?

• Date: 1907 1908
• Place: West Side Grounds, Chicago 
• World Series game (Tigers vs. Cubs) - ?
• Ty Cobb at bat - ?

Cubs reg. season 1908          Cubs post 8/20/1908               Cubs WS 1908
10-11-1908, 10-12-1908 Photo #1 is certainly a scene from 1908. We now also

know, based on the uniforms and also based on the large
swath of empty seats which is not consistent with any of
the 1908 Series games in Chicago, that this is not a
depiction of a World Series game.
Could that still be Cobb at bat?

• Date: 1907
• Place: West Side Grounds, Chicago 
• World Series game (Tigers vs. Cubs) - ?
• Ty Cobb at bat - ?

Photo #1
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This all was described in the 10-19-1908 Chicago Tribune
(above right) This time the crowd was small (under 7,000).
That could account for the large swath of empty seats in
photo #1. Cobb was present on this day. The Cubs might
have reverted to their striped socks. Is that what we see in
photo #1?
Well, no. At right is photo #4. This depicts West Side Grounds
and it was taken on 8-30-1908. There is ample newspaper
documentation and supporting imagery which tell the story of
the substantial seating expansion that took place during the
1908 season. This includes the extension of the upper deck
(which previously had ended just behind third base) to well
beyond the foul pole. This can be seen in photo #4.
The red arrows in photos #1 and #4 point to the foul pole.
Note that in photo #1, there is no upper deck in that location.

After the 1908 World Series ended, the Cubs and Tigers
didn’t stop playing. Though not all the regulars participated,
there were some exhibitions held for the purpose of
generating more revenue. For example, on 10-18-1908 a
game was played in Chicago and various field events were
held (throwing contest, races, etc.).

Photo #1

• Date: 1907 1908
• Place: West Side Grounds, Chicago 
• World Series game (Tigers vs. Cubs)
• Ty Cobb at bat 
• regular season game

This means that photo #1 was taken at least well prior to August 30. It provides another reason that photo #1 cannot
be from the 1908 Series, and also tells us that we aren’t looking at a post-series exhibition game.
There is no reason to think that this is anything but a 1908 regular season Cubs home game occurring before the
upper deck expansion (and before the Cubs dropped the striped socks). There is thus no reason to think that the
batter is Ty Cobb.

• Date: 1907 1908
• Place: West Side Grounds, Chicago 
• World Series game (Tigers vs. Cubs) - ?
• Ty Cobb at bat - ?

Photo #4
8-30-1908

Photo #1 appeared again in the 2008 book Chicago Cubs
Yesterday and Today by Saul Wisnia. At least this time
someone noticed the empty seats. Exploiting the fact that
game 5 of the 1907 WS in Detroit was lightly attended, the
photo caption reads, “Detroit 10-12-1907…the Cubs finished
off a one-sided World Series today with a 2-0 victory before a
small crowd of 7,370 at Bennett Park.” Still way wrong.
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Uncovering the Mysteries of a 1903 St. Paul Saints Team Photograph
by Rex Hamann

Each player in the photo was in uniform. With four
exceptions, the period-style “STP” logo appeared
distinctly over the left breast. The captainʼs collar, a
distinctive feature of jerseys of the time, was a
contrasting color and worn in upturned fashion by
some of the players. The rolled pant-legs, visible in the
front row, showed the style of incorporating the top of
the sock with the lower edge of the “knicker” style
pant-leg, just below the knee, a common practice for
generations of players. Each uniform appears freshly
laundered, a sign the players intended to put their best
foot forward for the sitting.

One of the most exciting qualities of the image was the
clarity of each face. The lighting for the image was
obviously professionally done, as the characteristics of
each face is exceptionally clear, making identification
simpler. A hand-held magnifying glass helped me
compare the various physical traits of each player.
Years of working with the early American Association
gave me some confidence in a number of positive IDs
among the 16 players. Outfielder Spike Shannon, pitcher
Charlie Chech (say “check”), manager Kelley, pitcher
Charlie Ferguson, and third baseman Germany Schaefer
were especially familiar to me.

In the fall of 2003, The Minnesota Magazine of History (MMH) published a remarkable halftone photograph of
the 1903 St. Paul Saints from the collection of the Minnesota Historical Society (MHS). The Saints team was the
1903 champion of the fledgling American Association.
Photographs of this quality for the early American Association teams are few and far between. Player
identifications were strangely missing from the published photo. After paying the Minnesota Historical Society for
permission to use the image for my 2014 book on the rivalry between the Minneapolis Millers and St. Paul
Saints, I wanted to identify the players. A guide photo of the team from my own collection served as the basis for
this endeavor.
Shown below is the photo with the unidentified players published in the MMH. It includes 16 members of the
1903 St. Paul Saints. Led by Michael Joseph Kelley, player-manager, the Saints finished the season with a
record of 88-46, 4½ games in front of the second-place Louisville Colonels.
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After looking closely at each face, I drew a series of arcs in a string (a sort of extended cursive “m”) for each row:
seven arcs for Row 1 (top row), six for Row 2 and three for Row 3, each arc representing a player whose name I
would fill in as the process went along.
Using a guide photo of the 1903 Saints (see below), I compared the various features of each player with those from
the MHS photo. This presented a number of challenges considering the relatively poor quality of the guide photo. For
example, Player 13 in the guide photo (Ed Wheeler) is also Row 1ʼs Player 1 in the MHS photo, but the similarity was
not immediately apparent.

In order to confirm these were both Ed
Wheeler (center and far right), I wanted
to use as many profile elements as
possible because of a variety of issues.
For example, the Wheeler guide photo
and Player 4 in the same row of the
MHS photo (Charlie Chech, near right)
were so similar, they could have been
twins, while the congruity between the
guide photo and the actual MHS
Wheeler (far right) was not immed-
iately obvious to me. Chech MHS photo       Wheeler Guide photo      Wheeler MHS photo
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I was able to complete the identification process in time
for my McFarland deadline, but at least one question
remained: Row 1, Player 5 of the MHS.
After my deadline passed, I received an email from the
Minnesota Historical Society in response to my earlier
question regarding the possibility of any notes on the
back of the photo. Because the player IDs were not
included in the magazine article, I had no hope of ever
finding them, else why would they have been omitted?
But in fact a listing of player identifications was present
on the back of the photo, and it was sent to me by an
MHS employee. Here is the definitive listing of player
identifications from the MHS photo itself:
Row 1: Eddie Wheeler (3b/1b), Spike Shannon (OF),
Ted Corbett (p), Charlie Chech (RHP), Jerry Hurley (c),
Charlie Ferguson (RHP), Phil “Little Phil” Geier
(OF/3b).
Row 2: Elmer “Bemis” Pierce (c), Jack Sullivan (c/1b),
Mike Kelley (1b/MGR), Germany Schaefer (ss), Harry
“Bullets” Allemang (RHP), Jimmy Jackson (OF).
Row 3: Miller Huggins (2b), Jake “Silent Jake” Volz
(RHP), Art “Lily” Marcan (ss).
A host of questions about this photo remain. We donʼt
know at which point in the season it was taken. We

donʼt know who took this photo or where it was taken.
One might infer that the jerseys were either home or
road, but such distinctions werenʼt clear in 1903. We
might assume it came from a studio in St. Paul, but at
which studio? And who organized the men before setting
up the camera and triggering the shutter? Then there
are the technical questions that arise in relation to the
actual photo itself. It was likely a large box camera
mounted to a large, wooden tripod. Arcane questions
such the cameraʼs make and the style of lens are
perhaps only questions for the most ardent collector or
researcher. What settings (f-stop, etc.) did the photo-
grapher use? and how did he/she get the players to
remain still long enough to get such a crisp shot? Iʼm
personally curious about what wage the photographer
earned for making this photograph. Did the club owner,
George Lennon, hand each player a copy as a memento
of the 1903 season? And, perhaps most importantly for
collectors, where is the negative?
The photo appears on page 12 of my book, The Millers 
and the Saints, Baseball Championships of the Twin 
Cities Rivals, 1903-1955 (2014, McFarland Publishing). 
It is also viewable online at: 
http://collections.mnhs.org/cms/largerimage.php?irn=103
13521&catirn=10707036

Rex Hamann has been publishing the American Association Almanac, a baseball history journal, since 2001. In
addition to several articles in SABR publications, he has two books to his credit, one with McFarland (see title
above), and two with Arcadia: The Milwaukee Brewers of the American Association (2004) and The Minneapolis
Millers of the American Association (2015). He lives with his wife, Keitha, and two cats, Punkin and Peanut, in
Andover, Minnesota. He can be reached via email at pureout@msn.com.

What I call “profile elements,” include body parts (e.g., ear shape and ear cavity) and facial structures (e.g.,
shape), and eyebrows (shape and weight). These are useful because they provide a metric for making
comparisons between faces. The nose can be useful but the light can be deceptive. The chin (e.g., whether there
is a dimple) and lips (comparing upper and lower, esp. if mouth is closed) are often constructive attributes to
compare. Hair part (e.g., side/center) and sideburn line can be useful as well.
Row 2 of the MHS photo contained a similar challenge between Player 2 (Jack Sullivan) and Player 5 (Harry
Allemang). While the hair part is closer to the center in Allemang, several profile elements were similar enough to
create ambiguity.
In Row 3 the facial characteristics of each of the three players were unique enough to prevent confusion.
However, Row 3ʼs Player 1 (Miller Huggins) and Row 2ʼs Player 1 (Elmer “Bemis” Pierce) shared enough facial
qualities to warrant a closer look.

Huggins MHS photo     Huggins Guide photo                   Pierce MHS photo     Pierce Guide photo

http://collections.mnhs.org/cms/largerimage.php?irn=10313521&catirn=10707036
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Two Photos, Four Teams

Let’s start with the player claimed to be Gus Thompson,
near right. It’s easy enough to see that he is actually
Deacon Phillippe.

Pittsburgh-Boston 1903 World Series
The dual team photo below depicts the two teams participating in the first modern World Series in 1903. It was a
best of nine affair, with the Boston Americans eventually prevailing five games to three. The photo is well-known
and appears in numerous places, both in print and online. An original example can be found at the Boston Public
Library. It can be seen on their flickr page along with player IDs, http://tinyurl.com/na5njtc. These IDs are
repeated on many websites.
We received a note from Nigel Ayres questioning several of the players IDs, specifically for Jimmy Sebring and
Deacon Phillippe. So we decided to take a close look at those as well as a couple of the other IDs.

claimed to be Gus Thompson      Phillippe exemplar

claimed to be Deacon Phillipe        Sebring exemplar

The Pirate that had been identified as Phillippe is Jimmy
Sebring.

Pittsburgh NL at Boston AL, 1903 World Series

http://tinyurl.com/na5njtc
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claimed to be Jimmy Sebring     Bransfield exemplar

claimed to be George Winter     Gibson exemplar             Winter exemplar

The man that was labeled as Sebring is Kitty Bransfield.

Along with the three Pittsburgh
misidentifications, there is one Boston
error. The player claimed to be
George Winter is Norwood Gibson.
The mistake is understandable given
the apparent similarity between
Winter (far right) and Gibson.

The corrected IDs for the dual team photo are as follows:
Pittsburgh: 
back row: Claude Ritchey, Harry Smith, Eddie Phelps, Ginger Beaumont, Jimmy Sebring, Sam Leever, Bucky 
Veil, Deacon Phillippe, Tommy Leach, Kitty Bransfield, Brickyard Kennedy, Fred Carisch, Honus Wagner,  middle 
row: Fred Clarke. 

Boston: 
middle row: Jimmie Collins, Chick Stahl, Bill Dineen, Buck Freeman, Cy Young, Candy LaChance, Patsy 
Dougherty, Norwood Gibson, Duke Farrell, Jack O'Brien, Long Tom Hughes. 
front row: Fred Parent, Lou Criger, Hobe Ferris
Note that the face of Nuf-Sed McGreevey can be seen in the background between Bransfield and Kennedy.
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Thanks to Tom Shieber and John Thorn for providing
insight on this. As for the man in the leisure suit (repro-
duced at near right), according to Tom, his attire was
consistent with what umpires wore at that time. At far right
we have a tall, thin umpire in position for that 4-29-1886
game cropped from a photo appearing in the spring 1984
The National Pastime. As noted by John, the umpire that
day was Wes Curry. It seems fair to label the long-legged
lanky guy from the dual team photo as umpire Curry.
As for the unidentified Beaneater, we knew that Billy Nash
appeared in the game, but we hadn’t yet identified him in
the photo. Comparing the face in question (below center)
flanked by Nash exemplars, firstly, no significant
differences can be seen. A good match for the distinctive
ear shape can be seen (blue arrows). The ear of Nash #2

Boston-New York Opening Day 1886
We heard from Craig Brown about this often seen photo depicting the Boston and New York NL clubs on April
29, 1886, opening day. Of particular interest were the IDs for one Boston player (framed in red) and the fellow
not wearing the uniform of either club (framed in green). It looks kind of like a 1970s leisure suit – ugh!

umpire, Polo Grounds 4-29-1886

Billy Nash #1                    Boston Player                  Billy Nash #2

appears to be a bit different, but that is
due to the artists scissors when
overlaying the head over an artificial
background.
Nash #2 does provide a good refer-
ence for a nose comparison, showing
matching nostril and nose flange
shapes. The Boston player in question
is Billy Nash sans mustache.

The IDs are :
back row: Hoss Radbourn - Sam Wise - Con Daily - Buck Ewing - Roger Connor - Mike Dorgan - Pete Gillespie - Jim O’Rourke 
- Dude Esterbrook
middle row: Sam Poorman - Billy Nash - Ezra Sutton - John Morrill - Jim Mutrie - John Ward – Joe Gerhard - Tim Keefe - Pat 
Deasly - Danny Richardson
front row: Joe Hornung - Dick Johnston - Wes Curry (umpire) - Mickey Welch - Larry Corcoran- mascot?

C
ourtesy N

ational Baseball H
all of Fam

e and M
useum
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In the last issue I mentioned the image at right, which had been misidentified in 2009 as
hall of fame Negro League owner J. L. Wilkinson. I noted that John Donaldson/All-Nations
expert Pete Gorton had identified him as Chief Walla. What I forgot was that during
preliminary research Pete had stated that he may be Chief Walla, and that he
subsequently found that his name was actually Arthur Dunbar. The name “Chief Walla” had
stuck with me and I had forgotten about to final identification. Well, he still isn’t Wilkinson.
Sorry Pete.

Correction

Arthur Dunbar

We’ve already run this 1902 Atlanta Southern Association photo twice. The first time, in response to it gracing the cover
of the 2010 TNP, we pointed out that the inscribed Zeke Wilson and George Leidy IDs were reversed. The second time
was to point out that the photo was available in the online Detroit Public Library collection. Now, Rich Bowering is to

King Bailey Found

blame for its third appearance.
Quoting Rich, “I’ve long been
piecing together the life of Jack
Ely, an itinerant minor-league
pitcher in the South during that
period. When the…[2010 TNP]
came out, I saw the picture and
scoured my resources trying to
figure out if Ely (or anyone named
Ely) even played briefly for the
1902 Atlanta team, but came up
empty. Likewise, I was also
frustrated at that time that King
Bailey, the team’s best pitcher,
was not in the team photo.”
We had no known image for King
Baily. Rich found two photos of
him on ancestry.com. He noticed
that his studio portrait (see inset
at right) was a perfect match to
“Ely” in the 1902 Atlanta photo.
He’s not Ely, he is Bailey. Nice
find.

King Bailey

Atlanta SA 1902

One more comment is in order. The dual team photo
that was used on the previous page was sourced by the
Hall of Fame. There is another photo taken at that same
photo session. That one appeared in the aforemen-
tioned spring 1984 TNP. The images are virtually
identical except for some minor movement by some of
the players, including Hoss Radbourn who, in the image
far right, moved his left hand and one finger in a salute
to posterity.

from previous page                from spring 1984 TNP
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The face, below left, appeared in the Our Game blog on July 31, 2015, http://ourgame.mlblogs.com/2015/07/31/. It
is cropped from a team photo that was claimed to depict the Marshalltown club of 1868, and it was further claimed
that this young man was Cap Anson. The image of that face will hereinafter be referred to as the image in question
(IIQ). The Anson claim for this photo may be due to some apparent similarity to the Anson exemplar below right.
It’s worth pointing out that in the two images the hair is parted on opposite sides. More importantly, for the IIQ, the
jaw line seems to be noticeably more prominent and square. Let’s withhold judgement in lieu of more analysis.

IIQ                                       Cap Anson exemplar c1888                 Cap Anson exemplar 1886

Is This Guy Really Anson?

The IIQ is repeated below left, with two Anson exemplars center and right. While these are about 2 decades later
than the alleged date of the IIQ, the features being compared should remain relatively stable over this time
period. The red arrows point to a feature sometimes known as the mentolabial groove. It is a relatively horizontal
crease across the front of the chin. In some individuals this feature is not present. In some it can be very close to
the lower lip, in others it may be farther down. For Anson, the groove is very close to the lower lip and can be
seen to have a somewhat inverted “U” shape. The bottom edge of Anson’s lower lip has a distinct overhang
resulting in a shadow just above the groove. For the IIQ the mentolabial groove does not have the shallow
inverted “U” shape, but is more straight across. It is also farther below the lower lip than is Anson’s groove. Also
the lower lip does not seem to have the distinct overhang seen in the Anson exemplars, and the lips overall have
a different shape. It should also be noted that Anson appears to have a wider mouth.

image in question (IIQ)                                 Cap Anson exemplar 1874
claimed to be Anson c1868 
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A frontal Anson exemplar allows for comparison of ear shapes. The angle of the back edge of the ear with respect
to the head is substantially larger for the IIQ than it is for Anson (see light green lines).

IIQ                                                      Cap Anson exemplar 1886                       

IIQ                                                  Cap Anson exemplar 1886

An overlaid grid allows for some further analysis. The exemplar is virtually straight on while the IIQ is almost
straight on, but has a very slight turn to the viewer’s right. The heads are respectively proportionally sized so that
key vertical landmarks match. The faces are located with a vertical grid line centered down the bridge of the
respective noses. The yellow boxes should represent the same location in both images. A very large difference in
ear location can be seen. The differing jaw sizes and shapes are also very evident here. This all indicates that
these are two different individuals with very different facial proportions.

So, to answer the question posed in the title, the IIQ is certainly not Cap Anson.
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Detroit NL 1886/1887 Uniforms

Detroit NL 1886

If you might be interested in seeing some excellent group sourced
research into 19th century uniforms on Craig Brown’s Threads of Our
Game site, go here:

http://www.threadsofourgame.com/1886-detroit/

and here:

http://www.threadsofourgame.com/1887-detroit/

New Photos of an Old Ballplayer
There are quite a few well-known images of Sam
Thompson, both in team photos and solo shots. That
said, it’s nice to see a few that haven’t been seen
publicly before. We were contacted by collector
Jeremy Wagoner who had purchased some tintypes
from Thompson’s great-great niece. They were not
identified, but Jeremy hoped that a depiction of Sam
might be among them.
Comparing tintype #1 at right to the Thompson
exemplar, far right, the answer is easy – he is indeed
Sam Thompson. Of course the provenance helps
solidify the decision.

The much clearer tintype #2 depicts a man without a
mustache. However, the dead on ear matches as well
as the eyebrows tells us that this too is Sam. A third
tintype depicts Sam in a studio staged fishing scene
with some friends. Thanks to Jeremy for passing
these along.

tintype #1                 Sam Thompson exemplar

tintype #2                 Sam Thompson exemplar

Mystery Solved
For the previous issue, Dick Rosen sent in an unidentified photo of a
Cleveland player in what appeared to be a mid to late 1940s uniform.
His face appears near right.
A possible ID was submitted by David Nemec who pitched the name
of Allie Clark, far right. David nailed it. Clark broke in with the
Yankees in 1947. In December he was sent to Cleveland, where he
spent the seasons of 1948 - 1950 with the Indians. After a few
games in 1951, he was moved to the A’s. His last year in the majors
was 1953 during which he was claimed on waivers by the White Sox. mystery man                  Allie Clark

http://www.threadsofourgame.com/1886-detroit/
http://www.threadsofourgame.com/1887-detroit/
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San Bernardino Urbita Stars Revisited
Back in January of 2010 we ran Brian Campf’s c1912 post card picturing the San Bernardino Urbita Stars of
California Winter League. It can also be seen in the Arcadia Press Postcard History Series – San Bernardino by
Stephen Shaw.

Apparently the league received very little newspaper coverage. Lack of published rosters and box scores made
identifying the players in this photo difficult. In 2010 we were able to identify these four major leaguers:

Robert Ashley Smith Heinie Heitmuller Chief Meyers Dave Altizer
We have since gotten a lot better at this. With some further assistance from Brian we now have added three
more:

Bert Neihoff Sam Agnew Dick Kauffman
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Excellent 19thC Find
Collector Taylor Simons recently purchased the item shown below. It is his first vintage photographic acquisition.
The item consists of a cardboard backing with nine player photos attached. There is also a stylized caption
indicating that these nine men were members of the 1877 St. Paul Red Caps. Collector/dealer Rhys Yeakley
pointed out, “ [this] is a photographic proof. The larger images and wording were arranged and then another
photograph was taken to create the finished composite photo…so he [the photographer] could then sell the smaller
piece with all the players on it.” This is to say the least a very nice find, especially since it is Taylor’s first 19th

century image.

Miller, far right, MLB debut 1872 with
Washington NA. This is the first image
of Miller that we have found.
The only known image we had for
Harry Salisbury is shown below left.
However it actually depicts Billy Serad
as a member of the 1886 Utica club
(source of error is The Beer and
Whiskey League). The newly found
Red Caps Salisbury image is now the
only verified image of Salisbury.

The Red Caps were
members of the very
short-lived League Al-
liance which included
28 minor league
teams. The roster for
the St. Paul club in-
cluded nine past and
future major league
players, five of whom
are depicted on this
photographic proof:
• Art Allison
• Joe Ellick
• Emil Gross
• Harry Salisbury
• Joe Miller

An interesting image
for us is that of Joe

C
ourtesy Taylor Sim

ons

Billy Serad                Harry Salisbury
mis-IDed as Salisbury
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The photos of Gross, Allison and Ellick are displayed below. The photo of Joe Ellick, MLB debut 1875 with St.
Louis Red Stockings, far right, is a big improvement over the poor quality dot matrix printed image we had listed.

Chicago Daily News Photo Collection Captions
An article by Mark Fimoff entitled Chicago History Museum’s Baseball Photo Treasure Trove -‐ Chicago Daily
News Glass Plate Negative Collection can be accessed on the SABR TNP journal page:
https://sabr.box.com/shared/static/5gaea2kcv6l0uudk8c35vl1fzdql8vot.pdf
This collection includes thousands of baseball photos spanning 1901 to 1933. What is of most value is the table at
the end of the article which includes IDs for many of the misidentified and unidentified photos in the collection.
Index Now Available for Past Issues
I have received quite a few photo questions for which the answers have already appeared in previous issues of
this newsletter and its predecessor. These often come from loyal readers. When I point them at the answer the
general response is, “Oh yeah, I forgot about that.” I don’t mind the questions, but it started me thinking about
creating an index for all the past issues of Mystery Photo Supplement and Reflecting the Past. Honestly, even I
can’t always remember everything that has been covered. So, version 1.0 of an index has been created. It has
over 1000 entries and covers all issues not including the present issue. You can search for player names, team
names, stadiums, collection names (such as NYPL, DPL), events such as the “Merkle game replay,” and etc. and
if it has been covered it will tell you the date of the issue in which it appeared. For example, if you look for
“Adams, Doc”, you find references that include both misidentified and correctly identified photos of Doc Adams.
Though I have already found it useful, I am sure it can be improved. I have never created an index before, so
constructive comments are welcomed. A link to it can be found on the PHC newsletter page:
http://sabr.org/research/pictorial-history-research-committee-newsletters .
You can directly download the Microsoft Excel file here: http://tinyurl.com/j6g4age . 

World Series of the Deadball Era
The following request for donations to support the publication of World Series of the Deadball Era, edited by Steve
Steinberg and Tom Simon was emailed to all PHC members. In case you didn’t see it, it is repeated below.
Please note that Steve’s and Tom’s previous books have included a wealth of carefully selected and identified
early baseball photos. They are deserving of our support.
Under the auspices of SABR’s Deadball Era Committee, Steve Steinberg and Tom Simon are editing a book on

Committee Business

https://sabr.box.com/shared/static/5gaea2kcv6l0uudk8c35vl1fzdql8vot.pdf
http://sabr.org/research/pictorial-history-research-committee-newsletters
http://tinyurl.com/j6g4age
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the World Series of the Deadball Era. The drama of the national pastime during that bygone time is captured
through the photographs and words of the men who reported the drama for the nation’s newspapers, when they
were the only medium around. Sportswriters of the time wrote with a lyrical prose, more descriptive than later
newspaper accounts
Never before has the story of the early World Series been told in their words, accompanied by terrific visual
images — many of them rare and not seen for years — in this book. Together through the lens and pens of
yesteryear, the reader gets an intimate view of baseball’s championships of the early 20th century.
This book will be published in the spring of 2017 by St. Johann Press, a small, quality New Jersey publisher that
has done a number of niche sports books. Members of the Deadball Era Committee have served as editors of
individual World Series chapters; they have chosen vivid accounts that take the reader back in time. Around 200
evocative high-quality photos, drawn from public archives and private collectors, will accompany the text.
Because the approval of this book predates the establishment of the SABR Digital Library publishing program, and
because it will include so many high-quality photos from different sources, we are seeking contributions to help
cover the excess cost over a typical SABR team book. Checks can be made out to SABR and mailed to Steve
Steinberg at this address:
Steve Steinberg
ORCAS Business Park
5700 Sixth Avenue South #214
Seattle WA. 98108
SABR is a 501(c)(3) organization and all donations are tax-deductible to the extent allowed by law. Please
consider making a donation before December 31; we would like to have the fundraising completed by March 31,
2016. If you donate $100 or more, you will get a free copy of the book, and if you are a major contributor of $200
or more, your name will be mentioned in the book as a Deadball Era Defender. All donations, no matter how small,
will make a difference and be greatly appreciated. If you have any questions, please contact Steve at
ssteinberg@trinorth.com .

Image Index Updates
by T. Scott Brandon
Formerly missing players found since the June newsletter (4)
Joe W. Miller – by Mark Fimoff in an 1877 St. Paul Red Caps team composite proof. Miller was quite a
Renaissance Man, also managing and umpiring in the Majors. He has also been removed from the Missing
Managers and Missing Umpires lists. His photo can be seen on the OOTP website here: http://bit.ly/1Uqo0a6
Elmer Pence – by T. Scott Brandon in a 1922 White Sox team photo. The image can be seen on the OOTP
website here: http://bit.ly/1nPalyU
Bill Quarles – by T. Scott Brandon in the 06-Sep-1893 Boston Post. The image can be seen on the OOTP
website here: http://bit.ly/1JEYsFT
Harry Salisbury – by Mark Fimoff in an 1877 St. Paul Red Caps team composite proof. The image can be
seen on the OOTP website here: http://bit.ly/1ny6XZE
The missing players list can be found here: http://bit.ly/1vpOjpd

Returned to the missing player list (1)
SABR has determined that Vincent Maney, one of the players in the 18-May-1912 Ty Cobb strike game, is not
the same person as Patrick Meaney, the long-time minor leaguer. The only photo we had of Maney comes
from a 1904 San Francisco Seals team composite and actually shows Meaney. We have returned Maney to
the missing list until we find a confirmed photo.

Formerly missing managers found since the June newsletter (2)
Joe W. Miller – see entry in players section
Jim Price – by T. Scott Brandon in an 1884 New York Giants team photo. The image can be seen on the 
OOTP website here: http://bit.ly/1JF0o1f
The missing managers list can be found here: http://bit.ly/1CYZBy0

mailto:ssteinberg@trinorth.com
http://bit.ly/1Uqo0a6
http://bit.ly/1nPalyU
http://bit.ly/1JEYsFT
http://bit.ly/1ny6XZE
http://bit.ly/1vpOjpd
http://bit.ly/1JF0o1f
http://bit.ly/1CYZBy0
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Formerly missing umpires found since the June newsletter (10)
Larry Bialorucki – by T. Scott Brandon on Facebook. The image can be seen on the OOTP website here: 
http://bit.ly/1ny7SJE
Charles Bullymore – by T. Scott Brandon in the 26-Oct-1936 Buffalo Courier-Express. The image can be 
seen on the OOTP website at http://bit.ly/1WNVW20
Al Dresser – by Adam Penale on LinkedIn. The image can be seen here: http://bit.ly/1VrC4Aq
Doctor Hegeman – by Adam Penale in the 12-Feb-1908 Troy Times. The image can be seen on the OOTP 
website here: http://bit.ly/1RNEATq
Jacques Lauzon – by T. Scott Brandon in the 17-Jul-1976 Lubbock Avalanche Journal. The image can be 
seen on the OOTP website here: http://bit.ly/1Sb9IN9
Edward McLaughlin – by Adam Penale in the 31-Mar-1929 Philadelphia Inquirer. The image can be seen on 
the OOTP website here: http://bit.ly/1VrD7jT
Joe W. Miller – see entry in players section
Pat Monahan – by Adam Penale in the 08-Mar-1937 San Antonio Light. The image can be seen on the OOTP 
website here: http://bit.ly/1nybPho
Jim Paylor – by Adam Penale on Facebook. The image can be seen on the OOTP website here: 
http://bit.ly/1KaNTue
Bill Supple – by T. Scott Brandon in the 03-Jan-1905 Boston Post. The image can be seen on the OOTP 
website here: http://bit.ly/1Sbafim
Marvin Wright – by Adam Penale on Facebook. The image can be seen on the OOTP website at 
http://bit.ly/1SKbwMP
The missing umpires list can be found here: http://bit.ly/1FLvUXy

Formerly missing umpires found since the June newsletter (1)
Jim Price – by T. Scott Brandon in an 1884 New York Giants team photo. The image can be seen on the 
OOTP website here: http://bit.ly/1JF0o1f
The missing managers list can be found here: http://bit.ly/1CYZBy0

Image Summary
As of the newsletter publication date, our progress stands at
18,165 of 18,664 Major League players (97.3%)
687 of 696 Major League managers (98.7%)
1,513 of 1,513 Major League coaches (100%)
1,154 of 1,540 Major League umpires (74.4%)

Thanks to Nigel Ayres, Rich Bowering, Craig Brown, Brian Campf, Pete Gorton, Rex Hamann, Bill Hickman, David
Nemec, Dennis Pajot, Adam Penale, Dick Rosen, Tom Shieber, Tom Simon, Taylor Simons, Steve Steinberg, John Thorn,
Jeremy Wagoner and Rhys Yeakley for their assistance with and/or contributions to this issue. If you have a comment on
this issue, or a photo or a relevant article that you would like to submit for a future issue of RTP, please send it to
Mark%Fimoff, bmarlowe@comcast.net.

Contacting the Pictorial History Committee Chair
If you want to contact us for any reason related to PHC business, we are (in alphabetical order):
T. Scott Brandon, t_scott_brandon@msn.com
Mar.kIFi.moff, bmarlowe@comcast.net
Cary Smith, zinnbeck@aol.com

http://bit.ly/1ny7SJE
http://bit.ly/1WNVW20
http://bit.ly/1VrC4Aq
http://bit.ly/1RNEATq
http://bit.ly/1Sb9IN9
http://bit.ly/1VrD7jT
http://bit.ly/1nybPho
http://bit.ly/1KaNTue
http://bit.ly/1Sbafim
http://bit.ly/1SKbwMP
http://bit.ly/1FLvUXy
http://bit.ly/1JF0o1f
http://bit.ly/1CYZBy0
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